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Introduction
•
•

NSF award #1342995 “Campus CI program”, (A.K.A. Broadening the Reach)
The aim of the Campus CI award was: “…to support the enhancement of campus
network infrastructure and external connectivity of colleges and universities, including
but not limited to those in EPSCoR states, having notable research projects, even
though the institution may not be primarily research-focused” through two primary
approaches:
• 1) workshops focused on campus infrastructures and external connectivity to support
research and teaching, and
• 2) campus visits to assist with implementation of infrastructure, development of
competitive proposals, and discussing CI topics.”
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Best Practices Manual (BPM)
• BPM for others interested in this type of outreach as well as Campus CI development
• It is intended to be a minimal set a of recommendations based on our observations from the
workshops and site visits
• 4 Regional workshops, 30 campus visits
– 69 institutions in 23 states (including 11 EPSCoR jurisdictions)
– 67 Campus CI awards supported by this program

• The key areas addressed are:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Workshop and site visit preparation
Campus infrastructure
Campus CI plan development
Effective ways to achieve external funding
Researcher engagement
Working effectively with regional networks

• https://spaces.internet2.edu/display/RE/Internet2+Campus+CI+Best+Practices+Manual

Best Practices: Broadening the Reach Program

• CI-FOCUSED REGIONAL WORKSHOPS AND CAMPUS VISITS
– Coordinate mix of workshops and campus visits
– Include regional networks and tailor agendas to local issues
– Distribute pre-visit surveys to identify areas of interest and level of
campus preparedness for CI deployments (including Campus CI plan)
– Invite senior administrators/researchers to attend
– Select visit team based on campus-specific areas from survey
– Include time for faculty to discuss research with IT staff present
– Evaluate/review success and lessons learned from survey
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Workshops
• The project’s regional workshops were intended to surface key issues in how to best
engage researchers and their use of computing/networking resources, processes for
planning and developing research CI at the campus level, understanding of national
CI, and knowledge needed to prepare responsive and competitive cyberinfrastructure
proposals, primarily to the NSF.
– Workshop 1: The Great Plains Network (Kansas City, MO, February 2014) –
(https://meetings.internet2.edu/2014-02-broadening-reach-nsf-workshop)
– Workshop 2: The University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT, May 2014) –
(https://meetings.internet2.edu/2014-05-broadening-reach-nsf-workshop)
– Workshop 3: MCNC (Raleigh, NC, September 2014) – (https://meetings.internet2.edu/2014-09broadening-reach-nsf-workshop/)
– Workshop 4: Train the Trainer (Dallas, TX, December 2014) –
(http://meetings.internet2.edu/2014-12-train-trainers-workshop-broadening-reach-campuses)

Campus visits
• Campus site visits were intended to bring expertise to a campus to assist with the
– design and implementation of infrastructure
– writing competitive proposals
– developing an approach to facilitating research and developing cyberinfrastructure
– building mindshare in CI topics among IT leadership and staff, researchers, and
research administration.

Observations from Campus visits

• CAMPUS CI STRATEGIC PLANNING AND CI PLAN DEVELOPMENT
– Campus network design (regional network involvement, Science DMZ
development, perfSONAR deployment, staff training)
– Campus computing and storage (centralized storage/shared support)
– InCommon/federated identity management (Research and Scholarship
attribute release program)
– Implementation of eduroam to enable collaboration
– Campus CI plan (reflecting campus IT, research, and regional context;
institutional sustainability, state EPSCoR science plans)
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Workshop and site visits participants

Campus infrastructure (Technical content)
• Consider any exceptional requirements posed by local research and
scholarship activities
• Provide different network segments for enterprise and research activities
• Provide a way for researchers to provide input to network governance and
development processes
• Facilitate regional network awareness of research activities and network
requirements of their connectors

Campus infrastructure (continued)
• Build a science DMZ at the edge of the campus network beyond the
enterprise firewall
• Implement a science DMZ security policy that promotes a clean
ingress/egress path (no firewall), does not compromise performance, and is
expectable and in line with the institutions security office
• Deploy perfSONAR in the science DMZ and at the edge of the network
• Send campus IT and research support staff to the OIN workshop series and
other training opportunities

Infrastructure

Campus CI Plans

• A coherent campus-wide strategy and approach to campus cyberinfrastructure
– Required as part of any CC proposal
– Maximum 5-pg supplementary document
– May become a required part of any NSF submitted proposal
• May already have the core aspects of a proposal
– Strategic plan that include IT strategy
• Example Campus CI plans can be found at
• http://fasterdata.es.net/campus/planning
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Campus CI Plans

• Addressed within the Campus CI plan are the:
– Sustainability of the proposed work in terms of ongoing operational and
engineering costs.
– Description of campus IPv6 deployment
– Use of the InCommon Federation global federated system and if
applicable, campus federation approaches to supporting scientific Virtual
Organizations.
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Competitive Proposals for Campus CI
• Provide examples of funded research, including estimated use/funding amount
of research the instrumentation will support
• Demonstrate institutional commitment/sustainability with Letters of
commitment illustrating continuation of resources after the grant
• Illustrate need for Campus CI investment beyond infrastructure expansion
(faculty recruitment/retention, remote research collaborations)
• Seek feedback from campus colleagues, regional networks, Internet2
• Assign CIO/other IT leadership as PI/CoPI making sure they have a track
record of coordinating/leading campus-wide projects
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Competitive Proposals for Campus CI (continued)
• Describe existing similar instruments/CI and explain why they are not suitable for
proposed work
• Provide management/implementation plans
• Pay attention to page limits, font size, limits/requirements for supplementary
documents (including Campus CI plan) and OMB Uniform Guidelines
• Make sure your expenditures match budget projections, and that you have
systems for inventory control, monitoring of allocable and allowable costs, subawards, and vendor agreements
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Data Management Plan
• All proposals must include a data management plan (DMP);
– NSF will not evaluate any proposal that is lacking a DMP.
– Even if no research data are to be produced a DMP is required (discuss
management of data that may be generated as part of the activity, e.g.,
participant lists, exit surveys, and proceedings from workshops)
– NSF Guidelines: http://www.nsf.gov/cise/cise_dmp.jsp
• The DMP should be no more than two pages and must be submitted as a
supplementary document.
– The DMP does not count toward the 15-page limit (or any solicitationspecific page limits) specified for the Project Description
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Data Management Plan
• DMPs for CISE proposals should address:
– Types of data, metadata, samples, physical collections, software,
curricular materials, and other materials to be collected/generated in the
course of the project
– Standards to be used for data and metadata format and content (where
existing standards are absent or deemed inadequate, this should be
documented along with any proposed solutions or remedies)
– The physical and/or cyber resources and facilities (including those
supplied by third parties) that will be used to store and preserve the data
after the grant ends;
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Data Management Plan
– The policies for access and sharing including provisions for appropriate
protection of privacy, confidentiality, security, intellectual property, or other
rights or requirements
– The policies and provisions for re-use, re-distribution, and production of
derivatives
– The plans for archiving data, samples, and other research products, and
for preservation of access to them after the award ends
– The roles and responsibilities of all parties regarding data management
(including contingency plans for departure of key personnel from the
project) after the grant ends.
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Researcher engagement
•
•
•
•

Researcher roundtable and discussion of research activities
Funding strategies for research IT infrastructure
Funding strategies for research computing support
Role of the Cyberinfrastructure Engineer/facilitators in an overall support
strategy

Partnership with regional networks/other institutions
• Promote ongoing dialogue to enhance understanding of research needs and
infrastructure requirements and encourage attendance of campus staff at
regional network meetings
• Encourage regional network participation in active perfSONAR meshes
• Include regional networks in performance troubleshooting and escalation
procedures
• Establish a help desk, ticketing system, or web portal to report and track
network problems
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